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Abstract
In the software industry of Korean Small and Medium-sized Enterprise(SME)s, the development process is
often not mature. This may lead to failures in quality control and output management. As a result, the quality of
the software can be degraded. To solve the problem, the software visualization technique, which is from the
National IT Industry Promotion Agency Software Engineering Center can be applied. We have experienced with
mentoring not only the visualization of software development process, but also various visualization process of
SMEs. However, the existing software visualization method was difficult to install environment and its time cost
was high. This paper proposes a software visualization environment through a cloud service along with a case
of building a software visualization environment. We expect that this method will make it easier to build a
visualization environment and improve the quality of SME software.
Keywords: Software Visualization, Cloud, PaaS, Process Visualization, Architecture Visualization, Automatic
Document Generation

1. Introduction
Recently, the roles and functions of software are increasing. Korean large-sized enterprise has excellent
software quality management process. However, the software development environment of Korean SMEs
finds it difficult to manage software quality because high cost and difficult maintenance of quality management
tool [1,2]. Software visualization methods [3] can solve this problem. Software visualization visualizes the
whole process from software requirements to development and testing. However, the existing visualization
environment is difficult to install. A one-click installer [4] is provided to SMEs, but it may not be installed
depending on the computing environment.
We propose a cloud environment-based software visualization method. The advantage of this method is:
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1) Easily check and manage the quality of software through Internet service. 2) The time cost for building the
environment is low. 3) Build and use a visualization environment without being limited by the existing
computing environment.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 describes related studies. Chapter 3 describes the design
of a cloud-based visualization environment. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of a cloud-based
visualization environment. Chapter 5 describes the experimental results. Finally, the conclusion is mentioned.

2. Related Studies
2.1 Software Visualization
The software visualization method [2] focuses on visualization of software and automatic documentation.
This method minimizes the burden of manpower and cost, and supports software development quality
management. The advantage of this method is: 1) Requirements, development, and testing process can be
traced. 2) The relationship between requirements, design and source code can be detected during development.
3) Provides a quantitative software quality score measurement environment. As a result, it can relieve the
burden of SMEs' software quality management costs.
The software visualization method consists of visualization of the development process, visualization of
the source code, documentation of the source code, and documentation of the development process. Each
visualization method is not dependent on a specific algorithm or tool. The software visualization method
should design and create an optimized solution through analysis of the culture of SMEs.
2.2 Platform as a Service(PaaS)
PaaS is one of the types of cloud-based services. PaaS provides the main infrastructure for software
execution. PaaS service consists of server, storage, network and database management system [5]. The use of
PaaS reduces the purchasing cost and managing cost of software licenses and basic application infrastructure.
PaaS users can buy the necessary resources from cloud service providers, and can access them through a secure
internet connection [6].

3. Design of Visualization Environment based on PaaS Cloud Service
3.1 Design of Overall Structure

Figure 1. Design of software visualization environment based on PaaS cloud service
We propose a PaaS cloud-based software visualization environment implementation and service method.
When a user requests a service provider to provide a visualization environment, the service provider provides
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a new virtual machine including an operating system and a visualization platform to the user. The detailed
structure is shown in Figure 1.
The visualization platform is an environment that includes tools for Process Visualization, Architecture
Visualization, and Automatic Documentation. Users can easily visualize a software by using the visualization
platform.
3.2 Design of Visualization Platform
Visualization Platform consists of Process Visualization, Architecture Visualization, and Automatic
Documentation as shown in Figure 2. Process Visualization visualizes the software development process. This
method can easily see the progress of software development. Architecture Visualization visualizes the
architecture of software. This method can easily see the quality of the software. Automatic Documentation
automatically generates documentation from development work products. This method can reduce the cost for
development document generation that developers dislike.

Figure 2. Design of Visualization Platform
The structure of Process Visualization is shown in top of Figure 3. The Project Management Environment
stores information about the software development process. Continuous Integration Environment builds the
developed source code and manages the source code build version. Architecture Visualization measures the
score of software and draws diagrams using Work Product of Project Management Environment and Work
Product of Continuous Integration Environment. Dashboard displays the measured score and diagram on the
screen.
The structure of Architecture Visualization is shown in middle of Figure 3. Software Work Product is a
Work Product of Project Management Environment and Continuous Integration Environment. New Views is
a picture of software score or a picture of software structure. Toolchain analyzes Software Work Product and
creates New Views. Toolchain consists of Semantic Analyzer (Parser), Information Base, and View
Component. Semantic Analyzer formats informal Software Work Product information, and calculates software
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score using formatted information. Information Base stores formatted information and scores. View Composer
visualizes information of Information Base using diagrams.
The structure of Automatic Documentation is shown in bottom of Figure 3. Process Asset Library (PAL)
classifies and stores product information into four elements. Document Template is a document template for
automatic document generation. Translation Rule is a rule that automatically generates a document by using
PAL information and Document Template information. Software Document Product is an automatically
generated document.

4. Implements of Visualization Environment based on PaaS Cloud Service
4.1 Implements of Visualization Platform
The implemented Process Visualization is shown in Figure 3. The Project Management Environment was
configured by installing the Redmine tool [3]. The Continuous Integration Environment was configured by
installing Jenkins tool [3]. Integrated Login Page is implemented for integrated login of Redmine and Jenkins.
The work products of Redmine and Jenkins are analyzed by Architecture Visualization, and the analyzed
information is displayed on the Dashboard.

Figure 3. Implements of process visualization
As shown in Figure 4, web-based tools are installed and provided to users. Redmine, Jenkins, Personal
Home Page Tools(PHP), and etc. can be replaced by other tools at the request of the user. That is, it can be
Plug & Play.

Figure 4. Results of process visualization
The implemented Architecture Visualization is shown in Figure 5. Parser uses Source Navigator. The
Information Base uses SQLite (relational database). View Component uses GraphViz. Toolchain measures the
score of the software using the source code information analyzed by the Source Navigator, and measures the
project progress using the information from Redmine. The types of software scores are Coupling[7],
Cohesion[7], Reusability[8], Bad Smell[9], etc. The measured information is stored in SQLite. The information
stored in SQLite is automatically converted to DOT script by the toolchain. DOT script is a graph description
language. Various graph generation programs support DOT script. The generated DOT script is drawn as a
diagram by GraphViz.
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Figure 5. Implements of architecture visualization
Figure 6 is an example of automatic generation of diagrams based on Architecture Visualization. Various
diagrams can be automatically generated using the identified information in the source code.

Figure 6. Results of architecture visualization
The implemented Automatic Documentation is shown in Figure 7. The PAL stores information using
MySQL. The stored information is automatically converted to an Extensible Markup Language(XML) format
file. Document Template and Automatic Document Translation Rule are implemented in Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations(XSLT). XSLT is a file containing transformation algorithms and Hypertext
Markup Language(HTML) templates. Automatically converts XML file information into HTML document.
Redmine, Jenkins information is automatically stored in PAL, and information stored in PAL is
automatically converted to XML file. The XML file data is automatically converted into an HTML document
by XSLT file.

Figure 7. Implements of automatic documentation
If we use automatic documentation, we can easily automatically generate documentation from the
requirements management tool, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Document Generation using Requirement Management Tool
4.2 Implements of Software Visualization Environment based on PaaS Cloud Service
The structure of the implemented cloud server is shown in Figure 9. The cloud server operating system is
ESXi[10]. ESXi is a virtual machine management operating system. The cloud server generates and manages
the Management Server virtual machine and the Storage Server virtual machine. The Management Server
includes user information and login functions. Storage Server includes toolchain related tools and document
templates. Because the router, AP, and firewall functions are paid functions of ESXi, we used physical modules.
Because Switch is a free functions of ESXi, we used ESXi's Virtual Switch.
The following is the operation method of the cloud service. 1) A user (company) asks a new visualization
environment(Linux OS type or Windows OS type) for a service provider. 2) The service provider is 2-1) Copy
the requested type of virtual machine (operating system and visualization platform installed). 2-2) Connect the
external port of the virtualization server and the visualization platform service. 2-3) Provide virtual machines
to users. 3) Users can access the visualization platform through the external port of the virtualization server.
All tools in visualization platform can be serviced through external ports.

Figure 9. Implements of software visualization environment based on PaaS cloud service

5. Experiment Result
Table 1 shows a comparison of the cloud-based service provision time and the existing installation time.
The cloud-based service provision time is within 10 minutes, and the probability of installation failure is 0%.
Table 1. Visualization environment Installation time
Installation time
Installation failure

User installs themselves
1 week ~1 months
Often

One-click installer
1 hours
Sometimes

Cloud service
10 minutes
None
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6. Conclusion
We propose a PaaS cloud-based software visualization environment implementation method. The software
visualization environment is a good way to increase the quality of software, but it is difficult to install the
environment and the time cost is high. Cloud services can dramatically reduce the time to install a software
visualization environment and easily provide a visualization environment to users. The installation time by the
user needs 1 week to 1 month, but the installation time using the cloud service requires 10 minutes.
However, the virtual machine-based service provision method consumes a lot of server resources. As a
future study, we will study cloud services that consume less server resources.
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